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Indonesian consumers’ perception of tempe in a restaurant
setting – traditional and modern tempe version
in traditional and innovative dishes

Traditional appetizer
Spring roll filled with
tempe (from local
soybean / imported
soybean/velvet bean),
veggies, seaweed, and
cheese.
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Introduction
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High consumption of imported soybean tempe has several negative effects to
Indonesian such as loss of diversity in food, trade balance etc. To promote the use of
local beans, it is beneficial to increase the value perception of tempe by introducing
local bean tempe in a fine dining context.
It has been reported that innovation in the cuisine, such as a molecular kitchens
increase tourism income (1) and presentation of the dish in the restaurant increase the
liking (2). However, in consumer point of view, they prefer foods that have at least some
elements of familiarity (2).
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Tempeto (from local
soybean / imported
soybean / velvet bean) in
arrow root chip; wild basil
leaves, toddy palm
seeds, and pigeonwing
flower; and with bitter
bean.
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Traditional main course
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The objective of this research was to study how different raw materials, dishes and
gastronomic style affect the perception and appreciation of the food in a restaurant
setting experiment.
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Materials and methods

Surprise
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A restaurant experiment (n=208) was carried out. Three different types of tempe were
prepared in two styles (traditional and innovative) and presented in three different types
of dish (appetizer, main course, and dessert). Dishes were presented with all relevant
information relating to the food.
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Results and discussion
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 Imported soybean tempe
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Figure 1. Mean of eighteen dishes on novelty, surprise and hedonic perception
The error bar determines 95% confidence interval
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Fried mashed-rice-cake
(made in coconut
leaves) with tempeto
sauce (from local
soybean / imported
soybean / velvet bean),
ginseng leaves, and
chilli emulsion.
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Appetizer
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Sate tempe (from local
soybean / imported
soybean / velvet bean)
with spices, presented
with rice cake, kering
tempe and tempe chips
from the same tempe.
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Diners’ perception of the following variables was collected: hedonic, collative
properties (familiarity, novelty, complexity, surprise, interesting, curious, desire to eat
again, appropriateness, and authenticity). ANOVA were conducted in SPSS 24.

• Gastronomic style and type of dish have an effect on the hedonic and collative
properties of the dishes significantly (p-value < 0.05) which proves the design to be
successful, as these factors were intended to be different.
• The type of tempe significantly affect the perception of novelty, complexity, surprise
and authenticity of the main dish. In Indonesian cuisine, tempe is usually consumed
as part of the main dish. This may partly explain why it affect these collative
properties.
• The gastronomic style and the type of dishes can be used in the design of new
dishes to increase the value of local bean tempe.

Modern appetizer
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Onde-onde with tempe
filling (from local
soybean / imported
soybean / velvet bean)
and es campur with
tempe pudding and
spiced poached tempe.

Modern dessert
Tempeto (from local
soybean / imported
soybean / velvet bean)
with zalacca (snake
fruit) juice, lime juice,
lemon basil seed, fern
leaves, and basil leaves.

